PROVIDING PREMIER REMOTE SOLUTIONS

SNOITULOS ETOMER REIMERP GNIDIVORP

CHANGING
THE WAY
PEOPLE
SEE WORK

GONE ARE THE MUNDANE
DAYS OF YOUR BOSS
CREATING YOUR WORK
SCHEDULE.

the first call center
Thirty-plus years ago the first call center was created. Since then call centers
are often referred to as Customer Interaction Solutions for small and large
businesses. The primary focus was to help companies that offered products
and services put their customers, first. As businesses across every industry
began to understand that adopting new technology could enable them to
better and more efficiently target, engage and deliver products and services
;to customers in explosive ways around the world; call centers began to
evolve.
The call center environment process delivers more value to the business
owners, even more today. In recent years the spotlight on the customer only
continues to get brighter with new development due to the rise of social
media, the mobile boom, and the big data analysis potential. The virtual work
environment has changed how people see and seek work, today.
Today, the call centers consist of a plethora of revenue generating business
for big and small companies. There are approximately 3 million agent
positions in the United States contact center industry, accounting for
approximately 4.9 million US earning opportunities, according
to ContactBABEL. The industry is growing at a rapid rate in terms of flexible
earning, and the industry accounts for an estimate of 8 -10 million seats
worldwide.

call centers today
Due to the rapid growth of the virtual call centers, work from home jobs are
being outsourced overseas to fulfill the Fortune 500 client's need to deliver
quality customer service to consumers at a very high volume. As result of
outsourcing many Fortune 500 companies have lost a plethora of revenue
due to language barriers .
Government and industry reports show that increasing numbers of men and
women are now opting to work out of their homes. In fact, the latest data
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics show that about 8 million
entrepreneurs are now working at home, most of which are in the
professional and services industry.
Many individuals are rediscovering the benefits of working at home and we
are helping those individuals fine tune their personal and business skills to
become top rated Client Support Professionals in the virtual work from home
industry.

The Problem

With Artifical Intelligence (AI) projected to replace 40% of Corporate
America's workforce (call center agents, customer service representatives,
chauffeurs, truck drivers, chefs, waiters and etc) in 15 years - The Virtual Call
Center, Inc, is simply GETTING A HEAD START by providing as many
individuals as possible the opportunity to work from home and earn a living
by receiving a bi-weekly revenue check for an honest day of work.
In terms of AI in the Contact Center Industry, the average customer's
experience has come to chat bots, IVR Systems, AI Dialers and etc. Many chat
bot response systems do not have the learning capabilities to provide
solutions and resolve complex problems. This causes an increasing amount
of customers to be left in the dust with unsolved problems. As a result,
Fortune 500 companies loses a plethora of revenue due to the frustration
that AI brings.

The solution

The Virtual Call Center, Inc has recognized AI as an enhancer for the call
center industry; not a replacement for customer service agents, nor an
alternative solution to replace the human touch.
We offer Client Support Services, by means of providing customer service,
chat and sales support to currently over 27 Fortune 500 companies
throughout the United States and WE WANT YOU to assist us with providing
solutions to customer's issues and resolving complex customer service
problems.

HOW DO VIRTUAL CALL
CENTERS WORK?
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Fortune 500 Companies, Growing
Enterprises and Some of Americas most
recognized brands outsource their inbound
customer service center volume to Business
Processing Outsourcers.
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Business Processing Outsourcing Companies then
partners and outsource their client services to
companies like The Virtual Call Center, Inc. who
connects independent contracting professionals to work
from their homes to provide customer service support.
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The interested Independent Contractor starts the
application process to join The Virtual Call Center, Inc.
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The Independent Contractor is accepted into The
Virtual Call Center, Inc after undergoing the screening
process, selects the Fortune 500 company they desire
to provide services for and enroll in certification class.
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The Independent Contractor completes and
certifies as a Client Support Professional
with The Virtual Call Center, Inc, creates
their work schedule and earn as much
revenue as they desire.

